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Abstract - The Cell Matrix Architecture is a massive array
of dynamically self-configurable, uniformly connected,
identical computational units. This architecture can enable
efficient, practical and powerful evolvable computing on the
scale of quadrillions of logic gates. Nanotechnology
manufacturing techniques likely will be necessary to produce
a device at this scale in the future, with current Cell Matrix
research focused on simulation at the circuit layout and
switch level. This paper reports on a technique for
Nanocompilation, the automatic compilation for such
molecular-scale architectures, of high level programming
language instructions into a functional Cell Matrix
configuration. The focus of this work is on control
structures, such as loops and decision statements, memory
systems and arithmetic units, which are necessary
components of any computer program. The framework of
this compiler approach is presented, along with examples of
generated circuits, a discussion of design issues, and results
of an experimental evaluation.
Keywords: Reconfigurable computing, nanotechnology,
nanocompilers, hardware compilation.
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Introduction

Computer design techniques continue to improve,
forestalling the inevitable demise of the current
understanding of the familiar, density-doubling prediction
of Moore’s Law. Despite feature sizes of 45nm, traditional
photolithographic 2D fabrication techniques of even the
most sophisticated variety may be reaching limits dictated
by the underlying physics [1], [2]. At the same time, the
trend is away from packing more transistors onto a single
chip and toward increasing the number of processing cores
on the chip [3].
As limits to current fabrication techniques are reached,
the renewed interested in massive, distributed and gridbased parallelism [4] and hardware-software co-design [5],
coupled with the increased interest in reconfigurable
computing [6], suggest that new, workable techniques for
computing device design are on the horizon. The way
forward in chip design and fabrication may well include
computational nanotechnology, manufacturing performed

through direct manipulation of atoms and molecules [7], and
furthered by many others [8]-[11].
Current chip design techniques, and in fact virtually all
software and hardware design of any significance, make use
of a variety of automated compiler tools to generate
complex designs, layouts or executable code from an
original human-readable specification or source program
[2]. Molecular manufacturing, and other applications of
nanotechnology, are likely to require a similar approach in
order to manage the scope and complexity of translating a
high-level processor specification into nanoscale
components, with computer science techniques such as
compiler design, optimization and software engineering
playing an important role [7].
Nanocomputing is taken to mean the class of highly
reconfigurable,
nanotechnology-based,
computer
architectures, of which the Cell Matrix™ is one [9]. The
Cell Matrix architecture is uniform, large-scale array of
simple, identical computational units, with the
nanotechnology recognized as an enabling technology for
its quadrillion-gate potential [12]. The Nanocompiler is a
software-hardware system that targets a nanocomputer [13].
Current Cell Matrix research makes use of a variety of
circuit layout and simulation tools that enable
experimentation with larger Cell Matrix hardware than has
currently been fabricated. Although the Cell Matrix is a
form of reconfigurable computer, it differs from the wellknown Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in that it
can be configured in parallel and piecewise for improved
start-up efficiency, flexibility and scalability, manufactured
as a uniform matrix of simple components for better fault
tolerance and a reduction of defects, and can independently
reconfigure itself at runtime. Because of its scale and
uniformity, it is an ideal candidate for nanotechnology and
other molecular-scale fabrication techniques. [12]
In this paper, we present the design of a nanocompiler
framework that targets the Cell Matrix architecture. This
compiler framework automatically translates a source code
program into the executable Cell Matrix configuration,
taking into account the dynamic adaptability of the
architecture. To explore this compiler approach, we have
developed a compiler that analyzes source code, identifying
key computational structures, and generates a Cell Matrix
specification using a set of structural design templates. The

resulting configurations are experimentally evaluated using
the Cell Matrix graphical simulator, and results are
presented for a variety of program structures operating on a
range of binary data widths.
1.1

Structure

Each cell in a Cell Matrix has a physically fixed
location and its function is specified through configuring the
internal memory of the cell. Cells are laid out in a grid-like
tile and connected to all adjacent cells. With a twodimensional matrix, each cell connects with four neighbors,
one each to the North, South, East and West. Fig. 1 shows a
typical structure of two-dimensional cell matrix. Each cell
has two inputs and two outputs on every side.
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Fig. 1. Structure of two dimensional Cell Matrix showing
dual input and output connections to adjacent cells.

The two input and output connections consist of one
each for data and control signals. All communication
between cells is done to, or through, these neighbor cells.
Each cell contains a 128-bit truth table which defines the
behavior of that cell. Reconfiguring the truth table changes
the functionality of the cell.
Layering two-dimensional Cell Matrix tiles can form
more complex, three-dimensional structures such as cubes
or spheres. Nanotechnology could enable molecular-scale
fabrication of these uniform, 3-D matrix structures, with one
hypothesized result being a sugar cube sized Cell Matrix
computer which is computationally more powerful than
today’s fastest computers [14].
1.2

Loading and initial configuration

The most common method for configuring the Cell
Matrix is through use of a manual, circuit layout tool . The
layout is then saved as a binary configuration file, which is
loaded into the Cell Matrix hardware or, more commonly, a
graphical simulator. One or more configurations can be
loaded independently, allowing independent configuration
of disjoint or overlapping regions of the matrix.
Loading a configuration into the Cell Matrix uses a
wavefront-style algorithm that recursively populates a
region of cells with an intermediate configuration that in
turn configures neighboring regions of cells, and so on [9].
Once the Cell Matrix is fully configured, execution of the
loaded configuration is begun by starting the system clock.

1.3

Execution

Execution proceeds in parallel, with all cells receiving
input and producing output simultaneously for each clock
cycle. Changes in the input received by one or more cells
will generate potentially different output, which will result
in the computation moving forward. Input for cells can be
manually changes only at the edge of a tile, with these
changes reaching specific cells via connected cells that are
configured to pass input along much in the same way a wire
carries a signal. When there are no more changes in inputs
and outputs of all cells from one clock cycle to the next, the
system is said to be stabilized. The Cell Matrix has a
system-wide clock which ticks (high, then low) every time
the system is stabilized. The clock is used for
synchronization of circuits and to facilitate the
reconfiguration of cells.
1.4

Dynamic configuration

A truth table of any cell can be changed with the help
of its neighboring cells. Whenever a cell receives control
signal on any of its inputs it goes into control mode. In
control mode all data outputs for that cell are set to zero,
and a new truth table configuration can be copied into the
cell. This reconfiguration mechanism allows the
configuration and functionality of any cell to be modified
while the circuit is running. For example, assume a cell is
performing an AND operation on input from the cells on its
E and W sides, and the result is output to the N cell. Simply
loading a new truth table into the cell can reconfigure it to
perform, say, an XOR operation on its same inputs.
1.5

Comparison with FPGA

Although the Cell Matrix is a form of reconfigurable
hardware, it possesses several characteristics that FPGAs,
and similar Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs), do not
[12]. The Cell Matrix is capable of onboard differentiation
and self-configuration, where circuits can be constructed to
build other circuits and to analyze and modify its own
circuits. FPGAs can be initially configured, but its circuits
are static. Configuration is performed in parallel and can be
done partially, leading to scalable configuration that can
proceed on an as-needed basis. Current FPGA technology
does not scale well, and configuration is assumed to be
performed initially and completely before execution begins.
The regularity of the Cell Matrix structure lends itself
to a high degree of fault tolerance with the potential for
reduced manufacturing costs. The FPGA has a more
complex, less uniform structure that does not replicate as
easily, comparatively reducing its scalability and increasing
its cost. Due to the inherent scale and homogeneity of the
Cell Matrix architecture, it is more appropriate for nanoscale manufacturing techniques, which may be a necessary
path forward if chip fabrication techniques are to progress
[12].

2

The Cell Matrix Nanocompiler

Much as traditional compilers customize the program to
suit the machine [15], a nanocompiler customizes the
machine to fit the program. The coupling of the
nanocompiler and its target machine is such that it enables
the machine to reconfigure itself and its program at runtime.
Nanocompilation is a generalization of compilation for
reconfigurable computing in that the configuration of the
target machine is unknown when compilation begins [16].
The machine configuration is extracted from the source
program, based on analyses of program characteristics. In
this way, the resulting machine is an excellent fit to the
program.
2.1

registers, inherent parallelism and memory needs should be
carefully measured and specified. The Processor generator
is responsible for output of a machine-dependent description
that will be used to reconfigure or generate the target
machine or architecture. For the Cell Matrix, the Processor
generator (Fig. 3) was designed to use a set of circuit
templates to translate common program structures into
machine-specific configuration instructions, and a Circuit
connection table that manages the layout of connections
among templates.

Design Methodology

Fig. 2 illustrates the high-level organization of a
nanocompiler from a high level. Source code is processed
by the Front end of the compiler, including machineindependent optimizations. An intermediate form is passed
to a Machine requirements analysis phase, which performs
static analysis, providing metrics to the Machine description
generation phase. The resulting machine description is then
used by the Processor generator phase to generate or
reconfigure the target machine, and by the compiler Back
end to perform machine-dependent optimizations and
generate the executable code. Runtime profiling information
can be fed back into the compiler to iteratively improve the
machine configuration.
S o u rc e c o d e
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Structures

The for loop structure, which includes other loops such
as while and do-while, is another common structure that is
necessary for any by the simplest of programs. An example
in the C language is:

M a c h in e d e s c rip tio n
g e n e r a tio n

E x e c u ta b le c o d e

Implementation of the processor generator involved an
initial manual design step where circuits were created for
the if-else, for loop, memory and arithmetic operations
using the Cell Matrix graphical circuit layout tool [18].
These templates were next incorporated into a generic and
extendable form in a compiler pass that enables the circuits
to be scaled to arbitrary sizes and connected in arbitrary
ways. The completed circuit is a representation of the
original C source code statements or program that can be
loaded and run in the Cell Matrix simulator.
2.2
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Fig. 3. Cell Matrix processor generator.
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Fig. 2. Organization of a nanocompiler.

Source code processing in the Front end of the compiler
is performed using the Java-based CETUS research
compiler infrastructure to process C source code input [17],
and makes use of the Cell Matrix C language API for circuit
scaling. For this Cell Matrix nanocompiler, the Machine
requirements analysis and machine description generation
are subsumed by the processor generator, due to the uniform
structure of the Cell Matrix. For more complex
architectures, requirements such as functional units,

for (i=0; i<10; i++)
j = j + 1;
The circuit layout that implements this loop structure is
shown in Fig. 4. Component 1 is where the loop control
variable is stored and initialized prior to loop iteration.
Components 2 and 3 are used to perform the comparison of
the loop control variable to detect a terminating condition.
The if-else circuit is re-used to layout this portion of the
configuration. Component 4 is loop body, which in this case
contains only the incrementing of the control variable.

The if-else statement is a commonly occurring and
well-understood program structure. Fig. 5 shows the circuit
layout generated by the Cell Matrix nanocompiler for the
following if-else structure programmed in C:
if (x > y)
z = x – y;
else
z = x + z ;
The circuit compares two input values (components A
and B) which are compared in component C. The result of
the comparison leads to activation of either component D, a
subtractor, or E, an adder. The result of the arithmetic
operations performed in D or E is stored in component F,
and the total calculation requires 970 clock cycles.
Synchronization of signals in this circuit is managed by
laying out circuits with equal numbers of cells so that the
values from A and B arrive in the comparator circuit
simultaneously.
Providing memory for a given circuit involves layout of
a path of circuits to and from the component where the data
is needed. For example, the data in A, B and F are stored in
one or more cells in the form of a truth table, the de facto
computational mechanism of the Cell Matrix architecture.
Each k-bit word of data requires 2k cells.

Fig. 4. Layout of a 4-bit Cell Matrix for loop structure.
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Fig. 5. Layout of a 4-bit Cell Matrix circuit that implements if-else and addition and subtraction arithmetic operations.

2.3

Circuit design issues

Cell Matrix circuits are inherently data driven, with the
input and output of cells relying on the synchronization of
needed data that may arrive from different sources. Since the
Cell Matrix system clock ticks only each time the circuit
stabilizes, the tick of the clock provides a natural barrier so
long as circuits are constructed to make use of this
synchronization method. When the system stabilizes, the
clock ticks, sending a signal that triggers data to flow to the
next portions of the Cell Matrix circuit to be executed.
The clock tick that results each time the system stabilizes
can enable two independent circuits to synchronize without
explicit communication. However, relying on stabilizationbased ticks means that two entirely independent, parallel
circuits will potentially interfere with each other. By carefully
laying out parallel circuits such that data travels through the
same number of cells to perform a specified computation, this
problem can be overcome. A cell in a two-dimensional Cell
Matrix simultaneously can accept four inputs and return four
outputs. In order to synchronize any two signals, each signal
must traverse the same number of cells between its origin to
destination cells, guaranteeing that both signals will take the
identical time to reach their destinations.
Additional challenges with circuit design and layout
involve synchronization arise when using the actual Cell
Matrix hardware, rather than the simulator. When a hardware
cell outputs a signal on more than one side, a delay may be
introduced leading to one of the signals being output slightly
before the other. Generally, the hardware is tolerant of delay
issues, although this known issue should be considered when
complex circuits are designed and run on the actual hardware.
When regions of the hardware experience high temperature,
delays in signal propagation may be introduced, so adequate
hardware cooling is essential.

3

Experimental Evaluation

An experimental assessment of the Cell Matrix
nanocompiler was performed by conducting three
experiments, generating and simulating for loop circuits of
three data width sizes (4-bit, 8-bit and 16-bit). Using the
nanocompiler, generation of these circuits was automatic,
with the bit width of the data being the only variable supplied
to the configuration generator. The resulting configurations
were timed using the Cell Matrix simulator during loading
and execution over a range of 2 to 2bit-width iterations.
The results of the experiment using a 4-bit for loop
circuit are shown in Table 1, with timings provided in Cell
Matrix clock cycles. The duration of a clock cycle is
dependent on the specific hardware implementation, and is
left generic for purposes of comparison in this research. The
load times are stable for increases in iteration count,
indicating that there is a slight but measurable difference in
load time when larger constants are configured in the loop
control comparator. The execution times for increasing

numbers of iterations at a roughly linear rate as expected. The
circuit requires 1,369 cells (37x37), although this grid is
somewhat sparse due to a naïve layout algorithm.
Table 1. Simulation of 4-bit Cell Matrix for loop circuit, with
timings in Cell Matrix clock ticks.
Iterations
2
4
8
16

Load time
4134
4135
4136
4138

Execution time
621
1217
2371
4577

The second experiment was performed using the 8-bit for
loop circuit, with results of timings shown in Table 2. Load
times were similar to the 4-bit version, as the size of both
configurations fall within the minimum size of the Cell
Matrix region that is handled by the loading mechanism.
Execution time again increases approximately linearly with
an increase in loop iterations. This 8-bit circuit requires a
relatively sparse grid of 3,025 cells (55x55).
Table 2. Simulation of 8-bit Cell Matrix for loop circuit.
Iterations
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256

Load time
4140
4142
4144
4146
4148
4150
4152
4158

Execution time
1087
2071
4039
7975
15847
31591
63079
126055

Table 3 contains the timing results of the third
experiment, which again shows stable loading times
regardless of iteration count, and with the same, expected
near-linear increases in execution time. The load time is 3
times that of the 8-bit and 4-bit circuits, due to the larger size
of the configuration which requires additional regions of the
Cell Matrix simulator to be configured. The 16-bit circuit
requires 7,255 cells (85x85) in a sparse grid.
Table 3. Simulation of 16-bit Cell Matrix for loop circuit
Iterations
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
65534

Load time
12348
12350
12352
12354
12356
12358
12360
12362
12348

Execution time
1815
3463
6759
13351
26535
52903
105783
211111
54000183

Fig. 6 graphs the load and execution times for the three
varieties of for loop size and iteration. The relatively flat load
times are indicative of the scalability of the Cell Matrix
loading algorithm, which supports the assertion that very
large scale circuits can be efficiently loaded. Although large
circuits require proportionally more time to load, this

proportion is linear rather than geometric. The execution
times for the three data widths are linear, and reflect the
sequential nature of this particular implementation of a for
loop structure. Note that the 65534 iteration run of the 16-bit
circuit is left out of the graph, although its timings are
consistent with the other results.
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Fig. 6. Load and execution times for 4, 8 and 16-bit for loop
circuits.

Results of these experiments show that the execution
time overhead of increasing the data width by one bit in these
circuits is approximately 43 clock cycles. The approximate
execution time of an arbitrarily large for loop, where the data
width is at least 4 bits, is calculated as in (1):

t exec = [(310 + ( 43 ×( data _ width − 4 ) ))×iters ]

(1)

Limiting the data width to the minimum size needed can
significantly benefit performance. If a loop body works on 16
bit data and if loop performs less than 256 iterations, the 8 bit
loop implementation will be more efficient. The width of data
may be non-uniform, with individual components and circuits
within a larger Cell Matrix circuit configuration having data
widths individually defined to achieve the best performance.
Determining optimal data widths is a desirable feature of a
nanocompiler that targets the Cell Matrix architecture, as is
improving the compactness of cell layouts.
Although future layout techniques are sure to produce
more compact grids of cells, that was not the focus of this
research. The number of Cell Matrix cells required for an
arbitrarily large computer program can nevertheless be
estimated by extrapolating current results and, combined with
measurements of proposed molecular-scale logic gates in [7],
[10], or [16], physical dimensions can be predicted.

4

Related Work

Reconfigurable architectures, including nanocomputing,
are likely to provide a better fit and allow continued
performance improvements for general purpose computation.
[6], [8], [19]. Design space exploration as applied to
compilation for FPGA-based and other reconfigurable

architectures demonstrates the performance improvements
possible with customized architectures [20]-[22]. The concept
of “program in, chip out” (PICO) relies on compiler analysis,
particularly targeted automatic parallelism, to identify
program fragments that will benefit most from customized
hardware [20]. While PICO targets primarily embedded
processors and uses design space exploration, our approach
envisions a desktop or embedded computer that reconfigures
its own hardware to any arbitrary configuration, using
machine requirements analysis and nanotechnology. This
process may resemble FPGA reconfigurability, or physical
molecular reassembly, performed at compile-time or runtime.
Hardware-software codesign of system-on-chip and
hybrid FPGA devices requires design tools that manage the
complexity. An efficient research platform for codesign that
simplifies circuit design has been produced [23], although it
focuses on lower level design issues. The nanocompiler we
propose extends this automated design approach to the source
code level.
Fault-tolerance in nano-scale devices is important, with
bottom-up self-assembly fabrication potentially leading to
defects. The use of dynamic redundancy allocation can
effectively manage the balance between high performance of
massively parallel nanoelectronic computers and potential
defects in these ultra-high density devices [24]. Clearly,
CMOS technology faces many obstacles in the future if
reductions in feature size are to continue, with
nanoelectronics is likely to play an important role [25].
Although recent advancements in nanotechnology center
on medicine, pharmaceuticals, chemistry, physics and
computer engineering [26], most are early-generation
nanotechnology. Our research pursues basic and applied
nancompiler research, focusing on applied molecular
manufacturing techniques. Continued research in this area in
the near future will require more powerful modeling and
simulation tools. A variety of tools are available for
molecular modeling and simulation (i.e., nanohub.org), with a
promising recent tool being Nanorex’s NanoEngineer (i.e.,
nanorex.com).

5

Conclusion

Nanotechnology fabrication techniques hold promise for
chip design and the rapidly advancing field of reconfigurable
computing. In this paper, we have presented the design of a
nanocompiler framework targeted at the Cell Matrix
architecture, a well-suited pairing of approach and hardware.
Cell Matrix circuits of typical logic structures were generated
from the original program source code, demonstrating the
feasibility of the nanocompiler framework. Results of
simulations supported the scalability of the Cell Matrix
architecture, and demonstrated that an automated compiler
can provide an efficient means for automated circuit layout of
a self-reconfigurable architecture.

Although issues of synchronization, compiler
optimization and parallelism detection remain, future research
will incorporate the extensive body of work available in the
literature to address these challenges. Additional future work
will involve extending the implementation to handle
remaining program structures, improving the efficiency of the
connection table that is required to layout and connect
templates, developing layout optimization to produce more
compact grids of cells, the compilation of a set of kernel and
standard benchmarks (i.e., SPEC), and the development of a
complete nanocompiler research framework. Eventually, we
plan to explore three-dimensional cell layout, which will
require new Cell Matrix tools to be developed.
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